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Abstract: Many beautiful small islands in Galveston, Texas disappeared after the Goose Creek oil field was discovered. Land subsidence in Long Beach, California reaches more than 30 feet after extraction of oil/gas from the Wilmington Oil Field. Land subsidence of Houston, Texas also contributes the serious water flooding brought by Hurricane Harvey. Geologically, land subsidence is induced by reservoir compaction resulting from the extraction of fluids. Physically, following extraction of fluids, fluid pressure in reservoirs drops down and solid skeletons take more load and undergo compressive deformation. Modeling of land subsidence can provide strong support for land management in terms of fluid extraction and prevention of human-made disasters. Biot’s consolidation theory based on coupled fluid flow and geomechanics has been applied to model the land subsidence. However, it is a challenge to model large subsidence of lands due to high nonlinearity of geomaterial models. This talk focuses on the construction of geomaterial cap plasticity models into a general finite element framework. A simulation example will be presented to demonstrate a large subsidence prediction of ground surface induced by oil/gas reservoir compaction.
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